
No internet for 10 days means I have to sit in my local with a pint, and their wifi. Sacrifice 

for the club. Month of shows. Whitstable was a cracker. Hot day but up on the cliffs so nice 

breeze and many cars. Return not so good, hotter and a standstill on the M2 was not good. 

Cars were cool but we were not. But spotted some cars on the hard shoulder in the shade so 

joined, table out and a social for an hour. Then all moving. Next was the Classics and Curry 

meet. Midweek at the Westerham brewery. 6 of us in total, fed and watered. Hopefully we 

can get together again in Sep. Sunday lunch also good with 130 cars in total. So to meetings. 

This month Moody Mare I reckon was the best evening in memory. Jim, Ann, Annie and Pete 

dining when I arrived so headed for the beer garden. Ken arrives in a glorious TR4 to much 

attention and was pleased to greet Jarrod as a first time with a stunning TR6. So that's 5 TRs 

in West Kent now. With a flurry of Stags, GT6's and Spitfires, Petes great Vitesse and of 

course Anne Hurricane we had a total of 13 members. We made good use of Phil who was 

running about doing valuations, and we spent the whole evening outside, beer tables and a 

great show in the car park. Doesn't get any better. Wednesday much quieter affair. Nice 

contrast really, very much a social. There was concern I was losing interest in this group, 

nothing further than the truth. But I am a little disappointed in the uptake here, considering 

the members we have around this area. Must admit the pub isn't ideal, so a move is on the 

cards, that will help a lot. Suggestions?  So dates for Sep. 10th Duxford, Classics and Curry 

13th (I think), and Battlesbridge on the 24th. And us on the 26th and 27th. Hope we have a 

dry good one. Talking of which, back to the beer. 

Colin 
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